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Red Light, Green Light – How Fuel Price Signs and Use of Color Impact Buyer 
Behavior 

 
-- New research report investigates how fuel retailers utilize color to communicate which fuel 

commodities they sell, how their choices are viewed by consumers, and whether there should be an 
industry standard. -- 

 
Colorado Springs, Colo., January 9, 2018 — Skyline Products, a leading manufacturer of electronic fuel 

price signs, recently announced the findings from a research project designed to explore the 

commonalities and correlations between the use of fuel price colors and fuel commodities sold.  

 

The research report details what types of fuel price signs are being used, how many commodities are 

displayed on fuel price signs, compares how branded versus non-branded retailers use color, and how 

fuel retailers feel about standardizing fuel price sign colors. Additionally, the report reveals how color 

impacts consumers’ fuel buying decisions. 

  

“The majority of Skyline customers purchase LED and electronic scroll fuel price signs that utilize green 

for diesel and red for unleaded prices,” said Chip Stadjuhar, President and CEO of Skyline Products. “But 

we also have retailers that use their own discretion for choosing colors – usually to support their unique, 

privately branded locations. I think the most impactful part of this research is how the consumer views 

the use of color when making purchasing decisions.”  

 

Not all fuel retailers offer diesel, E-85 or E-15 – which has conditioned customers who utilized these 

specialty fuels to seek out retail stores that do. The research clearly demonstrates that these 

specialty fuel customers look for stores that display their specific fuels on external price signs. In 

fact, 80 percent of diesel buyers associate green with diesel and 70 percent of those consumers 

look for green on external price signs – 60 percent of those buyers will drive past a retail store that 

does not display diesel only to seek out a store with diesel displayed in green. 

 

To learn more about how retailers are displaying their commodities on external price signs, how 

consumers respond to those price signs, and opinions from both retailers and consumers regarding the 

standardization of fuel price sign colors - download the full research report HERE. 

 

About Skyline Products 

Skyline Products helps convenience stores and fuel retailers differentiate themselves and increase 

automotive traffic through electronic LED and scroll price signs that are Designed to be Bold, Engineered 

to Last. Since 1970, Skyline has invested heavily in research and development to create the industry’s 

most legible and reliable price signs. Fully designed and manufactured in Colorado Springs, CO, our 

industry-exclusive technologies provide superior display feedback, unmatched brightness control, 

exceptional full-bodied digits, advanced energy efficiency, and military-grade durability. Additionally, 
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Skyline provides customers with price-change confirmation and the most advanced sign diagnostics on 

the market. 
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